Song intro ( a man fighting to get the love of his life back after a breakup , but she’s
moved on and so has he , but he just can’t let go
Verse 1)
Tryna find my way back to u
Can't see myself goin through wit nobody else not the way I went threw wit u baby
It's more crazy that u wit sombody else
Well I'll be right here when u through
I swear I'll be waiting baby wit sombody else
that's the last thing I should do
But lately all I can recall girl is u
𝗣𝗿𝗲𝗵𝗼𝗼𝗸)
I be looking at my girl like she ain't u
What I'm gone do what in gone do
Feel like I'm wit her cuz I'm not wit u
Because I need love to what I'm gone do
Cuz I might break a heart cuz I'm loving u
I be touching her cuz I can t touch u
What I’m gone do tell me what I’m gone do
Guess I’ll stay with because I can’t have u
𝗛𝗼𝗼𝗸 )
𝗧𝗿𝘆𝗻𝗮 𝗳𝗶𝗻𝗱 𝗺𝘆 𝘄𝗮𝘆 𝗯𝗮𝗰𝗸 𝘁𝗼 𝘆𝗼𝘂 𝗯𝗮𝗯𝘆 ...
(𝘀𝘁𝗲𝗮𝗱𝘆 𝘁𝗿𝘆𝗻𝗮 𝗳𝗶𝗻𝗱 𝗺𝘆 𝘄𝗮𝘆 )
𝗧𝗿𝘆𝗻𝗮 𝗳𝗶𝗻𝗱 𝗺𝘆 𝘄𝗮𝘆 𝗯𝗮𝗰𝗸 𝘁𝗼 𝘆𝗼𝘂 𝗯𝗮𝗯𝘆 ..
(𝘀𝘁𝗲𝗮𝗱𝘆 𝘁𝗿𝘆𝗻𝗮 𝗳𝗶𝗻𝗱 𝗺𝘆 𝘄𝗮𝘆 )

Verse 2)
Tryna find my way back to u
I've been addicted to so many drugs
Tryna stay in touch wit the feeling that u gave me
I go to church like Jesus save me
Cuz 𝗹𝗼𝗿𝗱 I don't know if it's love , or just real bad lust
But in my system is u
The only prescription is u
Cuz ur my addiction can care. Less bout your new addition he for temporary use

𝗣𝗿𝗲𝗵𝗼𝗼𝗸)
I be looking at my girl like she ain't u
What I'm gone do what in gone do
Feel like I'm wit her cuz I'm not wit u
Because I need love to what I'm gone do
Cuz I might break a heart cuz I'm loving u
I be touching her cuz I can t touch u
What I’m gone do tell me what I’m gone do
Guess I’ll stay with because I can’t have u
𝗛𝗼𝗼𝗸)

